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is a combination of modularity and simplified elegance. Its enigmatic and 
inviting design makes it easy to approach. Manufactured from high quality 
and massive 30 mm thick birch plywood and strengthened with carefully 
crafted and finished stainless steel rods and spacers makes RIME not only 
extremely strong and solid but also modern and versatile.

RIME was inspired by a Japanese bath stool and an idea of creating strong and durable furniture 
which still has the elegant expression with it. While the appearance and character of RIME is 
Scandinavian it has a tinge of Japanese spirit built-in.

Beside the simple form language and the strength, RIME’s true beauty and sophisticated essence 
comes out in the details which make the design. The wood grains, patterns and veneers do tell 
their own stories while the combination of high quality materials and the overall fine structure 
speak about the simplicity and elegance of the solution. As due to versatility and function RIME 
fits greatly in both home and public environments and interiors.

Tero Lähteenmäki
Designer





RIM E S TOO L O RIG IN A L   basic size is 7. The solution of seven legged high quality design 
furniture is the base of RIME series and its modularity. Even though custom sized modules 
and units can be manufactured the original RIME stool in itself is elegantly unique piece. For 
custom sized assemblies, prices and ordering consult Cunga Design. Color choices do apply 
also for this model.

Materials: high quality 30 mm birch plywood, stainless steel, brass / nickel-plated brass screws
Color: Natural birch / by choice
Varnish: water-borne special clear varnish based on polyurethane dispersion
Dimensions: height 43.5 cm, width 56.0 cm, depth 30.0 cm

RIME STOOL

560 300

435

RSO7
RSC7





stool and products have a high quality water-borne special varnish based 
on polyurethane dispersion which can be tinted to hundreds or even to 
thousands of different colors. Make the finishing touch to your interior by 
choosing the right color for your RIME product. Consult Cunga Design for 
more details on color options.

TALK ABOUT COLORS

“MondRIME, RIME stool in Mondrian colors.“



Materials: high quality birch plywood, stainless steel, brass/nickel-plated brass screws
Color: Natural birch / by choice
Varnish: water-borne special clear varnish based on polyurethane dispersion
Dimensions: height 83.5 cm, seating height 43.5 cm, width 61.5 cm, depth 56.0 cm

RIME BENCH

560 615

435

RIM E BEN CH O RIG IN A L  basic size is 7+7. Beside the private home usage RIME bench products 
are also designed to be used in more of quiet public spaces; like hallways, entryways, offices, 
lobbies, hotels and schools. Custom sized modules and units can be manufactured by the 
size of the space. For custom sized assemblies, prices and ordering consult Cunga Design. 
Bench maximum length is not limited, but the recommended size would be 1.8-2.0 metres. 
Color choices do apply also for this model.

RBO14
RBC14



RIM E BEN CH L-M O D  basic size is 7+7 (as in the picture). Beside the private home usage RIME 
bench products are also designed to be used in more of quiet public spaces; like hallways, 
entryways, offices, lobbies, hotels and schools. With leaning back module the seating is one 
level up more relaxed. Custom sized modules and units can be manufactured by the size of 
the space. For custom sized assemblies, prices and ordering consult Cunga Design. Bench 
maximum length is not limited, but the recommended size would be 1.8-2.0 metres. Color 
choices do apply also for this model.

560 615

835

435

Materials: high quality birch plywood, stainless steel, brass/nickel-plated brass screws
Color: Natural birch / by choice
Varnish: water-borne special clear varnish based on polyurethane dispersion
Dimensions: height 83.5 cm, seating height 43.5 cm, width 61.5 cm, depth 56.0 cm

RBLBO14
RBLBC14

RBLO14
RBLC14



Produc t  and  War rant y  In format ion

The products are designed for use as a seating furniture. The products must be maintained 
consistent with the instructions issued by Cunga Design and must be used in accordance 
with the purposes for which they were designed. Each hand made item is unique and will 
showcase the personality of the craft and convey true luxury and elegance of ownership 
for many years to come. Warranty covers all manufacturer’s structural defects for 25 years 
from the date of purchase not the date of delivery. A structural defect is defined as: a 
failure, material or mechanical, of the supporting structure of the furniture. For example: the 
legs on a stool or bench. This excludes the materials on the frame and finishing (lacquers, 
varnish, painting etc.) which are covered under a separate warranty. For material substances 
(varnishes, painting) we offer a 1 year warranty for material failure. This does not include 
“Wear and Tear” or “Natural Characteristics” See Exclusions below. “Wear and Tear” and” 
Natural Characteristics” are not covered by our warranty under any circumstances. Some 
traits of “Wear and Tear” and “Natural Characteristics” are listed below. Fading (of seats, 
stains, woods, lacquers, paint etc.) caused by exposure to sunlight and other abrasions, 
are not covered under warranty. Staining of porous materials due to normal use is also 
not covered under warranty. Scratching or indentation of materials such as lacquered or 
painted materials. Warping or movement of wood materials due to natural conditions such 
as humidity. Natural characteristics of natural materials such as wood are not covered by 
the warranty, and are not considered defects: Stretch marks, variation in grain / pattern, 
and knots are typical examples. Poor assembly, adjustment, setting or other actions taken 
by people who are not authorized by Cunga Design. Use in public or professional settings, 
unless the model is appropriate for such use and this has been specified on the order. 
Deteriorations due to improper use. Repairs or modifications done by clients or by a third 
party not authorized by Cunga Design.

Specific manufacturing and material costs are not within our control from suppliers 
therefore prices in the price sheet are subject to change without notice. Cunga Design is 
not a manufacturer of raw materials such as steel, aluminum, wood, brass, precious metals, 
fasteners and special finishes. All clients will be notified of any changes as production 
commences. Any changes to any custom order for sizing, finish or other must be made 
within 7 days of initial placement of order. Please read the full terms and conditions section 
at www.cungadesign.com for more details.

RIME Stool and RIME Series products are designed and manufactured in Finland, EU.

Copyright 2019 Cunga Design. All rights reserved.
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The Simplicity And Elegance Of The Solution


